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        Market Leading Amazon and eCommerce Brand Owner and Aggregator

        Upexi acquires profitable, data-driven Amazon and eCommerce brands. We inject resources into the business to improve operations, product offerings, and advertising to quickly scale revenue and increase profitability.

        
    

    


    
        
        

        
        
            



            How We Do It
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            Growth Through Efficiencies

            We Acquire Companies That:

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Have a Strong Core Team
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Benefit from Human and Capital Resources
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Lower COGS With Our Supply Partners
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Increase Margins With Synergies in Supply Chain
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Positioned to Launch New Products
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Reduce Corporate Overheads with Scale
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    Have Synergistic Operations that Tie Into Our Current Processes
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            Programmatic Ad Technology

            
                We don’t just buy brands. Our purchase of Interactive Offers, an SaaS, programmatic advertising technology, offers advertising solutions for clients in the financial and health/wellness verticals, with planned future expansion into other industries.
                


                We build data daily, leveraging our publisher relationships and helping other companies advertise efficiently, while lowering the advertising costs on email and native placements for our in-house brands.
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            Our Partners Include:

                
                    [image: Maropost's logo]
                    [image: PCWorld's logo]
                    [image: The Washington Time's logo]
                    [image: TV Insider's logo]
                

                
                    [image: Men's Health's logo]
                    [image: Benzinga's logo]
                    [image: Investors Hub's logo]
                    [image: USA Today's logo]
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                Distribution & Logistics

                Upexi CEO, Allan Marshall, the founder XPO Logistics, has taken his expertise and applied it to the consumer products industry.
                    


                    We currently have facilities throughout the West and East coast, with a priority to expand to offering a full scale 3rd Party Logistics solution for our clients. Internally, we have the necessary distribution and warehousing to ship all of our in-house brands to further lower our costs and increase profit margins.
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                            Current Locations
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                            Future Locations
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    Looking 
To Sell
        

        Your Business?

    
        Please fill out the form and an Upexi Relations Manager will get in touch within the next 24 hours!
        


        We can’t wait to get started!
    



    
        
            
                *
                First Name
            
            
        

        
            
                *
                Last Name
            
            
        

        
            
                * 
                Email Address
            
            
        

        
            
                *
                Business Name
            
            
        

        
            

            
            
                
                    * Total Annual Revenue
                    
                        [image: ]
                    

                
                
                    < $500k 
                    

                    $500k - $1M
                    

                    $1M - $5M
                    

                    $5M - $10M
                    

                    $10M+
                    
                

            

        

        
            
                *
                Storefront URL
            
            
        

        
            Amazon URL
            
        

        
            What is your Business?
            
        

        
            How did you hear about Us?
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